2nd Meeting

Student Council Meeting Template:

1. President Updates
   ● Workshop series for the semester surrounding innovation and entrepreneurship.
     ○ Collaboration with SC, swat, and Penn
   ● Working on Plenary resolution for HIP
   ● There are 5 resolutions for plenary thus far:
     ○ Alcohol policy
     ○ Queer housing
     ○ Multicultural liaison
       ▪ 2 co-paired positions that are elected
       ▪ 1 of the co-pair has to be a person of color
       ▪ Help facilitate confrontation
     ○ 600$ on the one card = pull from ballot
     ○ Multicultural juror requirements
       ▪ Require that no more than 6 members identify with gender
   ● Talked to Benston about onecard funds:
     ○ 600 = dropped because it is over Haverford i.e. it has to do with federal legality
     ○ If someone happens to be getting grants and financial aid, then they can still bill the 600$ for the books
     ○ 600 was taken off because the money can be used for more than books (i.e. drinks at coop)

2. VP Updates
   ● Talk about SER doing their own appointments committee because in the past they have been doing it by themselves
   ● It is meant to lessen the load on the VP
   ● Explained the relationship between CSSR and CER
   ● All of SC body consented on the CER holding their own appointments

3. Treasurer Updates
   ● Master budget ready to be presented
     ○ Google sheet
   ● The master sheet was shared to whole student body council and they were all able to view

4. Co-Sec Updates
   ● Meeting with Michael Elias sometime this week
   ● Getting ready for plenary
   ● Use weekly consensus for the approximately 170 students that signed up for the weekly consensus

5. Officer Updates
   a. Academics
     ● Working on a program to allow international students to have the option to take English instead of another language
     ● Finish internship app with Michael
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- Getting comp sci majors to talk about the ap
  - Talk about changing sociology from social science to humanities
  - Constitutional changes go through plenary but everything else can be “suggested” by the plenary resolutions

b. Arts

- Independent theatre company in philly (talked to this officer)
- Create more opportunities for Haverford theatre department
- Apt 50 new artist for October
  - Try to use it as an opportunity to extend to other Haverford students

c. Athletics

- Workshop for sexual assault
  - Can’t be made mandatory to the athletic captain
  - Captains have some other form of requirement regarding sexual assault
- Microaggression project
  - Thursday meeting – for captains
  - Want to extend meeting to coaches as well
- SAGA – panel about sexual event
- Event talking about rape culture at Haverford
  - Planning on sending out email for trigger warning to everyone

d. Campus Life

- Discussed with Ian about storage and basements
  - More formulated
- Tweak bus schedule
- Wifi connectivity
- Working on different DC projects

e. Multiculturalism

- No updates at the moment

f. International Students

- Send out excel sheet to see what students want on campus
  - Seeing what are the most imperative issues on campus
- See reaction to IS on having English as requirement instead of other language

6. Class Year Reps

a. 2017

- Working on an internship/postschool job app connecting HC students with alumni
- Who’s gonna be putting the internships on the apps (talking with Michael elias)
  - Reach out to CCPA as well
- Working with Madison (athletics) to get her projects done
- Want to have a meeting before fall break (for all students) to discuss what students might want changed

b. 2018

- Working on bioethics program proposal
c. 2019
   ● Working with OMA and Chesicks
   ● Working on finding programs/resources to help students access financial resources they need

d. 2020
   ● Monthly meeting with first years to address their concerns
   ● First years complaining about PAF sessions
     ○ Marginalized identities feel as though the PAF sessions aren’t helping them
   ● We-speak for Spanish heritage month
   ● Open up workshops about how to deal with microaggressions

7. Non-Officer Updates and Comments
8. Moment of Silence